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Young and rough differential inclusions
I. BAILLEUL and A. BRAULT and L. COUTIN
Abstract. We define in this work a notion of Young differential inclusion
dzt P F pztqdxt,
for an α-Ho¨lder control x, with α ą 1{2, and give an existence result for such
a differential system. As a by-product of our proof, we show that a bounded,
compact-valued, γ-Ho¨lder continuous set-valued map on the interval r0, 1s has a
selection with finite p-variation, for p ą 1{γ. We also give a notion of solution to
the rough differential inclusion
dzt P F pztqdt`GpztqdXt,
for an α-Ho¨lder rough path X with α P
`
1
3
, 1
2
‰
, a set-valued map F and a single-
valued one form G. Then, we prove the existence of a solution to the inclusion
when F is bounded and lower semi-continuous with compact values, or upper
semi-continuous with compact and convex values.
1 – Introduction
One of the motivations for considering differential inclusions comes from the study
of differential equations with discontinuous coefficients. In the setting of a possibly time-
dependent widely discontinuous vector field on Rd, it makes sense to replace the dynamical
prescription
9zt “ fpt, ztq,
by
9zt P F pt, ztq,
where
F pt, zq “ lim sup
ps,wqÑpt,zq
F ps,wq
is here the closed set of cluster poinf ot F ps,wq, as ps,wq converges to pt, zq. This somehow
accounts for the impossiblity to make measurements with absolute precision. It also makes
sense to take for F pt, zq the convex hull of the former set. A set-valued application F is
a map from r0, T s ˆ R into the power set of Rd. Different natural set-valued extensions
of f may have different regularity properties; in any case, switching from the differential
equation prescription to the differential inclusion formulation somehow allows to account
for the uncertainty in the modelling. A Caratheodory solution of the differential inclusion
9zt P F pt, ztq, t P r0, T s, z0 “ ξ P R
d (1.1)
is an absolutely continuous path z started from ξ, whose derivative 9z satisfies
9zt P F pt, ztq
1
2at almost all times t P r0, T s. Existence of solutions of differential inclusions and their
properties were widely studied; see for instance J.P. Aubin and A. Cellina’s book [1] for
an authoritative pedagogical treatment. Equation (1.1) has at least one solution under
two kinds of assumptions on the set valued map F : either F is upper semicontinuous
with compact convex values, or F is bounded and lower semicontinuous with compact
values. The existence proofs for solutions of the differential inclusion (1.1) generically rely
on either approximation schemes or a fixed point reformulation.
Differential equations, and their extensions into differential inclusions, are not the only
kind of natural dynamics. Some extensions to stochastics cases where also studied, after
the pioneering works of Aubin-da Prato [2, 3, 4, 5] and Kisielwicz [16, 17, 18]. The works
[2, 3, 4, 5] were essentially motivated by studying viability questions in a stochastic setting.
M. Kisielwicz in [16] define the notion of solution and obtain the existence of stochastic
differential inclusions on the form
Xt ´Xs P
ż t
s
F pr,Xrqdr `
ż t
s
Gpr,XrqdWr (1.2)
whereW is an Rℓ-valued Brownian motion, F is a lower semicontinuous set-valued random
map with values in Rd and G is a lower semicontinuous set-valued map with values in Rdˆℓ.
In [17], M. Kisielwicz also studied the case with in addition a compound Poisson measure;
the case of semimartingal drivers was also investigated. All proofs fundamentally rely on
the isometry property of stochastic integration with respect to Brownian motion or com-
pound Poisson measures. There are however a number of interesting non-semimartingale
random processes, such as Mandelbrot’s fractional Brownian motion [24]. Its sample paths
are α-Ho¨lder continuous, for some α P p0, 1q. One can use T. Lyons’ work [21] to solve
differential equations driven by a fractional Brownian motion, for α ą 1{2; it relies on the
notion of Young integral [25]. The case 1{4 ď α ď 1{2 is much more involved and can be
handled using Lyons’ theory of rough pahts [22]. In [20], A. Levakov and M. Vas’kovskii
obtain the existence of solutions to stochastic differential inclusions of the form
Xt ´Xs P
ż t
s
F pr,Xrqdr `
ż t
s
G1pr,XrqdWr `
ż t
s
G2pr,XrqdW
FBM
r
whereWFBM is a fractional Brownian motion with α-Ho¨lder continuous sample path, with
α ą 1{2, and the set valued map G2 takes nonempty compact convex values and satisfies a
local δ-Ho¨lder condition as a function of time, with δ ą 1´α, and G2 is globally Lipschitz
condition as a function of x.
Motivated by control problems, the first aim of this article is to define and prove the
existence of Young differential inclusions
zt “ ξ `
ż t
0
vr dxr, (1.3)
vt P F pztq
where x is an Rl-valued α-Ho¨lder continuous control, with α ą 1{2, and F is a γ -
Ho¨lder continuous set valued map with compact values, for some regularity exponent
γ P
`
1
α
´ 1, 1
˘
. We do not require that F takes values in convex sets.
The notion of a solution to a Young differential inclusion involves a number of elemen-
tary results on Young integrals that are recalled in Appendix A.
Notations. We gather here a number of notations that are used throughout the work.
3‚ For any interger m, point a P Rm and positive real number R, we denote by Bpa,Rq
the closed ball of center a and radius R in Rm.
‚ We denote by CαpI, V q the space of α-Ho¨lder path from an interval I to a Banach
space V . We write }x}α the α-Ho¨lder semi-norm of the path x in C
αpI, V q. We
set xs,t :“ xt ´ xs.
‚ Given a set S, we denote by 2S the power set of S, 92S for 2SztHu and K
`
S
˘
the
compact sets of 92S . We denote by LpRℓ,Rdq the space of linear maps from Rl to Rd.
Recall that endowing the space 2LpR
ℓ,Rdq with the Hausdorff pseudo-metric turns
the space K
`
LpRℓ,Rdq
˘
into a complete metric space. For F : Rd Ñ KpLpRl,Rdqq a
γ-Ho¨lder set-valued map, we denote again by }F }γ the γ-Ho¨lder semi-norm of F .
‚ If f is a single-valued map of p-variation, we denote by }f}p´var the p-variation
semi-norm of f – more on this notation in Appendix A.
Definition – Let x be an element of Cαpr0, T s,Rlq, with α P
`
1
2
, 1
‰
, and F : Rd ÞÑ 92LpR
ℓ,Rdq
be a set-valued map. A solution to the Young differential inclusion
dzt P F pztqdxt, z0 “ ξ P R
d (1.4)
is a pair of paths pz, vq, defined on the time interval r0, T s,
‚ with v a LpRl,Rdq-valued path of finite p-variation such that α` 1
p
ą 1,
‚ and for all 0 ď t ď T ,
vt P F pztq and zt “ ξ `
ż t
0
vs dxs.
The integral
şt
0
vs dxs makes sense as a Young integral under the assumption α`
1
q
ą 1
– see Appendix A.
1.1. Theorem – Let a time horizon T be given and x P Cαpr0, T s,Rlq with α P
`
1
2
, 1
‰
. Let
F : Rd ÞÑ K
`
LpRℓ,Rdq
˘
be a bounded set-valued map with compact values and γ-Ho¨lder,
for some regularity exponent γ P
`
1
α
´ 1, 1
˘
. Then, for any initial condition ξ P Rd, the
Young differential inclusion
dzt P F pztqdxt,
has a solution path started from ξ, defined over the time interval r0, T s.
For a single-valued map, this is a consequence of Young’s original result [25, 21]. Unlike
the setting of ordinary differential equations, no uniqueness is to be expected in the present
setting. Our regularity condition on the set-valued map F is the same as in the ordinary
differential setting. However, there may be no Ho¨lder, or even continuous, selection of F –
see Proposition 8.2 in [8], so existence results for Young differential inclusions do not follow
from existence results for Young differential equations. We refer the reader to Chapters 1
and 2 of [1] for the basics on differential inclusions. Note that since continuous paths with
finite p-variation can be reparamatrized into 1{p-Ho¨lder paths, the result of Theorem 1.1
holds for continuous paths x with finite p-variation 1 ď p ă 2.
As a by-product of our proof, we show in Section 3 that a bounded, compact-valued,
γ-Ho¨lder continuous set-valued map on the interval r0, 1s has a selection with finite p-
variation, for p ą 1{γ.
41.2. Theorem – Pick γ P p0, 1s, and let F : r0, 1s ÞÑ KpRdq, be a bounded, γ-Ho¨lder set-valued
map. Then, for any p ą 1{γ and any ξ P F p0q, there exists a map f : r0, 1s ÞÑ Rd, of finite
p-variation, such that fptq P F ptq, for all 0 ď t ď 1, with fp0q “ ξ, and which furthermore
satisfies the estimate
}f}p´var ď }F }γ .
This statement partly answers an open question in Chistyakov and Galkin’s work [8].
Stochastic analysis has undergone a real change under the impulse of T. Lyons’ theory
of rough paths [22]. It provides a deep understanding of stochastic differential equations
and desantangles completely in that setting probabilistic and dynamical matters. As a
first step to establishing a full theory of rough differential inclusions, the second aim of the
present work is to deal with rough differential equations perturbed by set-valued drifts.
Fix a finite positive time horizon T . We refer here the reader to Appendix A for basics on
rough paths and rough integrals, in the setting of controlled paths; it suffices here to say
that the latter class of paths is needed to make sense of the rough integral that appears
in the next definition.
For an integer k and γ P p0, 1s, let us denote by Ck,γb the space of bounded maps G from
R
d to LpRl,Rdq which are k-times differentiable, with bounded derivatives, a γ-Ho¨lder k-th
derivative. We endow Ck,γb with the norm
}G}
C
k,γ
b
:“
kÿ
i“0
}DiG}8 ` }G}γ ,
where DiG is the i-th derivative of G. By convention D0G :“ G.
1.3. Definition – Pick ξ P Rd, let Ω be a subset of R ˆ Rd containing r0, T s ˆ tξu. Let X
be a weak geometric α-Ho¨lder rough path, with 1{3 ă α ď 1{2. Let F : Ω Ñ 92R
d
, be a
set-valued map, and G P C1,γb with p2 ` γqα ą 1. An R
d-valued path z started from ξ is
said to be a solution to the rough differential inclusion
dzt P F pt, ztqdt`GpztqdXt, (1.5)
if z is part of a path pz, z1q controlled by X, and there exists an absolutely continuous path
x from r0, T s to Rd starting from zero, such that
x1t P F pt, ztq
at Lebesgue almost all times 0 ď t ď T , and one has
zt “ ξ ` xt `
ż t
0
GpzsqdXs
at all times.
The technics used to prove the existence of a solution to equation (1.5) are different
depending on the regularity of the set-valued drift F . We first deal with the case where
the drift is upper semicontinuous. We need in that case to assume that F takes values in
the set of convex compact subsets of Rd.
51.4. Theorem – Assume the set-valued drift F is upper semicontinuous, and the one form G
is in C
2,γ
b with αp2` γq ą 1. Assume further that F is locally bounded, and takes it values
in the set of nonempty compact convex subsets of Rd. Then there exists a time horizon
T ˚ P p0, T q and a solution z to the rough differential inclusion (1.5), defined on the time
interval r0, T ˚s.
We do not need to assume that F has convex images in the case where it is lower
semicontinuous; we assume instead a mild boundedness assumption on F .
1.5. Theorem – Assume the set-valued drift F , defined on a closed subset Ω of R ˆ Rd, is
lower semicontinuous, and the one form G is in C
1,γ
b , with p2` γqα ą 1. Assume further
that F takes values in the set KpRdq of nonempty compact subsets of Rd, and that there is
a positive constant L such that r0, T s ˆB
`
ξ, LTα
˘
Ă Ω, and››F pt, aq›› ď L, @pt, aq P r0, T s ˆB`ξ, LTα˘.
Then there exists a time horizon T ˚ P p0, T q and a solution z to the rough differential
inclusion (1.5) stated at ξ, defined on the time interval r0, T ˚s.
Note that the regularity of G is lower in Theorem 1.5 than in Theorem 1.4. When G “ 0
in Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.4, we recover classical conditions for existence of solutions
to differential inclusions (see [1]). In Theorem 1.5, when F “ t0u, we recover optimal
condition of regularity on G for existence of solutions to a rough differential equation [11].
The work has been organised as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to proving Theorem 1.1
on Young differential inclusions, following the above strategy. Theorem 1.2 is proved in
Section 3, and Section 4 is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.5.
2 – Young differential inclusions
We fix α P p1
2
, 1s once and for all, and work in the setting of Theorem 1.1. The pattern
of proof of Theorem 1.1 goes as follows. Recall from Appendix A that the space of paths
with finite p-variation is endowed with the norm } ¨}p-var,8, defined in (A.1). Given a finite
time horizon T , we define the dyadic partition πpmq “ tsmi u of the interval r0, T s, with
smi :“ i2
´mT, 0 ď i ď 2m. Let γ be given in Theorem 1.1 and p ě 1 such that γ
p
` α ą 1.
We construct in Section 2.1 an approximate solution to the problem on a sufficiently small
time interval r0, T s, under the form of a pair pzm, vmq such that
‚ vm has } ¨ }p-var,8-norm uniformly bounded in m, and is equioscillating,
‚ vmt P F pz
m
t q for all dyadic times, and
zmt “ ξ `
ż t
0
vmu dxu, 0 ď t ď T,
with ξ P Rd.
It follows then from the first item that the sequence vm has a converging subsequence
vmk with limit some v, for the } ¨ }q-var,8-norm, for any q ą p with
γ
q
` α ą 1. The
continuity statement from Corollary A.2 implies then that zmk converges in } ¨ }α,8-norm
to the path z :“ ξ `
ş¨
0
vudxu. One gets the fact that vt P F pztq, for all 0 ď t ď T , from
the fact that F is bounded and takes values in closed sets. Thus pz, vq is a solution in
Cαpr0, T s,Rd ˆ Vqpr0, T s, LpR
l,Rdqq. The existence of a solution to the inclusion defined
6up to the initial time horizon is a consequence of the fact that the previous existence time
does not depend on ξ. We now turn to the details.
2.1 – Construction of the approximate solution
For t P
Ť
mě0
πpmq, set
Mptq :“ min
 
j; t P πpjq
(
and define the ancestor sptq of t as
sptq :“ max
!
s P πpMptq´1q; s ă t
)
. (2.1)
For each m ě 0, we construct the path zm on r0, tmi`1s, and v
m on r0, tmi`1q, recursively on
0 ď i ď 2m ´ 1. The construction is not inductive on m.
‚ For m “ 0, choose v0
0
P F pz0q, and set
v0t “ v
0
0 , z
0
t “ ξ ` v
0
0x0,t, @t P r0, T s.
‚ Pick m ě 1. For 0 ď t ď 2´mT , set
vmt :“ v
0
0 , z
m
t :“ ξ ` v
0
0x0,t,
for t P r0, T2´mq for vm, and t P r0, T2´ms for zm. This starts the induction over 0 ď i ď
2m ´ 1. If zm : r0, tmi s Ñ R
d and vm : r0, tmi q Ñ R
d, have been constructed, use the Ho¨lder
continuity of F to choose vmtmi
P F pztmi q such thatˇˇˇ
vmtmi
´ vmsptmi q
ˇˇˇ
ď }F }γ
ˇˇˇ
zmtmi
´ zmsptmi q
ˇˇˇγ
,
and set
vmt :“ v
m
tmi
, zmt :“ z
m
tmi
` vmtmi xt
m
i t
,
for t in rtmi , t
m
i ` T2
´mq and rtmi , t
m
i ` T2
´ms, respectively. If tmi ` 2
´mT “ T , set
vmT “ v
m
tmi
.
We have zm “ ξ `
şt
0
vmu dxu, as a consequence of the fact that v
m is constant along the
intervalls of the partition πpmq of r0, T s. The next section is dedicated to proving a uniform
p-variation bound on the vm on a small time interval.
2.2 – Study of the p-variation norm of vm in a small time interval
2.1. Proposition – Pick 1
1`γ ă β ă α, and set
T0 :“ min
#
1,
`
2}F }8}x}Cα
˘´ 2
α´β ,
ˆ
2}F }Cα}x}Cα
1´ 2´pα`βγ´1q
˙´ 2
α´β
,
ˆ
}F }Cα
1´ 2´γβ
˙ ´4
γpα´βq
+
.
Pick p ą 1{pγβq. Then we have, for any S ď T0,
}vm}p´var,r0,Ss ď
ˆ
1
1´ 2´γβp
˙
1{p
S
pα´βqγ
4
`γβ . (2.2)
The proof of Proposition 2.1 proceeds in several steps. We first give a discrete integral
representation of zm that proves useful.
72.2. Lemma – Pick 0 ď n ď m, and two consecutive points s, t in πpnq. Then, setting
ski “ s` i2
´n´kT , we have
zms,t “ v
m
s xs,t `
m´n´1ÿ
k“0
2
k´1ÿ
i“0
vm
ski ,s
k`1
2i`1
x
sk`1
2i`1,s
k
i`1
.
Proof – For 0 ď s ď t ď T , set
µms,t :“ µ
m,p0q
s,t “ v
mxs,t
and, for k ě 1,
µ
m,pkq
s,t :“ µ
m,pk´1q
s, t`s
2
` µ
m,pk´1q
t`s
2
,t
.
‚We first prove by descending induction on n that for 0 ď n ď m, and two consecutive
points s, t in πpnq, we have
zms,t “ µ
m,pm´nq
s,t “: µ
m,pkq
s,t , @k ě m´ n. (2.3)
This identity holds true when n “ m as a consequence of the definition of the objects.
Assume that (2.3) holds true for n ď m, and let s, t be two consecutive points in
πpn´1q. Since s and s`t
2
, and s`t
2
and t, are consecutive points in πpnq, we have, from
the definition of µm,pkq and induction,
zms,t “ z
m
s, s`t
2
` zms`t
2
,t
“ µ
m,pm´n`1q
s,t .
For k ě pm´ n`q, we have
µ
m,pkq
s,t “ µ
m,pk´1q
s, s`t
2
` µ
m,pk´1q
s`t
2
,t
“ µ
m,pm´nq
s, s`t
2
` µ
m,pm´nq
s`t
2
,t
“ µ
m,pm´n`1q
s,t ;
this closes the inductive proof of identity 2.3.
‚ One then sees by induction on k that setting as in the statement of the Lemma
si “ s` i2
´kpt´ sq “ s` i2´n´kT,
one has
µ
m,pkq
s,t “
2
k´1ÿ
i“0
µm
ski ,s
k
i`1
and
µ
m,pk`1q
s,t ´ µ
m,pkq
s,t “
2
k´1ÿ
i“0
vm
ski ,s
k`1
2i`1
x
sk`1
2i`1,s
k
i`1
. (2.4)
Summing equation (2.4) for k from 0 to m ´ n, and using identity (2.3) gives the
identity of the Lemma. ⊲
2.3. Corollary – Pick 1
1`γ ă β ă α, and set
T1 :“ min
#
1, p2}F }8}x}Cαq
´ 2
α´β ,
ˆ
2}F }Cγ }x}Cα
1´ 2´pα`βγ´1q
˙´ 2
α´β
+
.
Then we have for any 0 ď S ď T1 and any 0 ď n ď m, the m-uniform bound
sup
rs,tsPπpnq
|zms,t| ď S
α´β
2 pS2´nqβ; (2.5)
8the supremum is over consecutive points s, t of πpnq.
Proof – The proof is again by descending induction on n P J0,mK. We first have for two
consecutive points s, t of πpmq the estimate
|zms,t| ď }F }8}x}αpS2
´mqα,
so (2.5) holds true form “ n since 0 ď S ď T1. Assume now that (2.5) has been proved
for n ď m, an let s, t be two consecutive points of πpn´1q. We use the representation
formula
zms,t “ v
m
s xs,t `
m´n`1ÿ
k“0
2
k´1ÿ
i“0
vm
sk
i
,sk`1
2i`1
x
sk`1
2i`1,s
k
i`1
from Lemma 2.2, with ski “ s ` i2
´n´k`1S. Note that Mpsk`1
2i`1q “ n ` k, here, and
the ancestor spsk`1
2i`1q of s
k`1
2i`1 is s
k
i . Then, using (2.5) for n` k, we haveˇˇˇ
vm
ski ,s
k`1
2i`1
ˇˇˇ
ď }F }γ
ˇˇˇ
zm
ski ,s
k`1
2i`1
ˇˇˇγ
ď }F }γS
pα´βq
2
γ
`
S2´n´k
˘βγ
,
so we obtain for |zmst | the upper bounds
}F }8}x}α
`
2´n`1S
˘α
`
m´n`1ÿ
k“0
2kS
pα´βq
2
γ
`
S2´n´k
˘βγ
}x}Cα
`
S2´n´k
˘α
ď }F }8}x}α
`
2´n`1S
˘α
` }x}α}F }γS
α`γβ` pα´βq
2
γ 2
´npα`βγq
1´ 2´pα`βγ´1q
.
The choice of S ď T1 ensures that
}F }8}x}αp2
´n`1Sqα ď
1
2
S
α´β
2 p2´pn´1qSqβ
and since α` γβ ą 1 ą α and S ă 1
}x}α}F }γS
α`γβ` pα´βq
2
γ 2
´npα`βγq
1´ 2´pα`βγ´1q
ď
1
2
S
α´β
2
`
2´pn´1qS
˘β
;
this closes the descending induction step. ⊲
Recall the oscillation Oscpv, Iq of a function v : I ÞÑ Rd, is defined by the formula
Oscpv, Iq :“ sup
a,bPI
`
vpbq ´ vpaq
˘
.
The uniform control of the oscillation of the vm provided by the next statement is necessary
to use the compactness result on the set of bounded functions equipped with uniform norm
stated in Theorem 5, Section 4, Chapter 0 of Aubin and Cellina’s book [1]. Recall the
definition of T0 ď T1 from the statement of Proposition 2.1. The notation rs, ts P π
pnq
used below stands for two consecutive points s, t in πpnq.
2.4. Corollary – For any 0 ď S ď T0, we have, for any 0 ď n ď m,
sup
rs,tsPπpnq
Osc
`
vm, rs, tq
˘
ď S
pα´βqγ
4
`
S2´n
˘γβ
. (2.6)
9Proof – Note that if n ě m and s and t are two consecutive points of πpnq, the function
vm has null oscillation on the interval rs, tq, since it is constant on the intervals of the
partition πpmq. Let then take n ď pm ´ 1q. Set s0 “ s and define a finite sequence
psiqi“0,...,m´r setting si`1 “ si ` 2
´pr`i`1qS, if si ` 2
´pr`i`1qS ď t, and si`1 “ si,
otherwise. Then si P π
pr`iq, for any i, and either si`1 “ si or its ancestor spsi`1q is
si. We then have from the uniform estimate (2.5) on z
m
s,t the boundˇˇ
vmsi,si`1
ˇˇ
ď }F }γ
ˇˇ
zmsi,si`1
ˇˇγ
ď }F }γ
´
S
β´α
2 pS2´r´iqβ
¯γ
.
We obtain (2.6) summing these inequalities for i from 0 to pm ´ nq, and from the
definition of T0. ⊲
Proof of Proposition 2.1 - Take 0 ď S ď T0, and let π “ psiq
N
i“0 be a partition of the
interval r0, Ss. The following partition is a kind of greedy partition of the set t0, ..., N´1u,
in terms of the size of corresponding increments in the above formula. Let then set
I1 :“
!
ℓ P t0, .., Nu; 2´1 P psℓ, sℓ`1s
)
,
and, for 2 ď j ď m, set
Ij :“
!
ℓ P t0, .., Nu; Dt P πpjqzπpj´1q X psℓ, sℓ`1s
)
.
We define a partition of J0, N ´ 1K setting K0 :“ I0 and
Kj :“ Ijz
j´1ď
k“0
Ik,
for 2 ď j ď m. Note that Kj has at most 2
j elements.
‚ For ℓ P K1, we know from Corollary 2.4 on oscillations of v
m, with r “ 0, thatˇˇ
vmsl`1 ´ v
m
sl
ˇˇ
ď S
pα´βqγ
4
`γβ.
‚ For ℓ P Kj , there exists t P π
pjqzπpj´1q such that sℓ´1 ă t ď sℓ, and for all
u P πpj´1q, one has either u ď sℓ´1, or u ą sℓ.
Then rsℓ, sℓ`1q Ă rt´ S2
´j , t` S2jq, and using Corollary 2.4 with j ´ 1, one getsˇˇ
vmsℓ`1 ´ v
m
sℓ
ˇˇ
ď S
pα´βqγ
4
`
S2´pj´1q
˘γβ
.
Taking p ą γβ, on then has
N´1ÿ
i“0
ˇˇ
vmsi`1 ´ v
m
si
ˇˇp
ď 2S
pα´βqγp
4
mÿ
j“0
2j
`
S2´pj´1q
˘γβp
ď 2S
pα´βqγp
4 Sγβp
1
1´ 2´γβp
,
from which (2.2) follows
}vm}p´var,r0,Ss ď
ˆ
1
1´ 2´γβp
˙
1{p
S
pα´βqγ
4
`γβ .
10
2.3 – Local and global existence for solutions
We give the details of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in this section. We first prove the
existence of a solution to the differential inclusion (1.4) on the time interval r0, T0s; since
the definition of T0 does not involve the initial condition ξ of the dynamics, we obtain by
concatenation a solution to the inclusion defined over the whole interval r0, T s.
‚ Recall that a sequence of bounded functions pymqmě0 from compact segment ra, bs
into a compact set K is said to be equioscillating if, and only if, one can associate to any
positive ε a finite partition pJkq0ďkďr of ra, bs into subintervals such that Oscpy
m, Jkq ď ε,
uniformly in k,m. The Ascoli-Arzela-type convergence theorem from Theorem 5 of section
4 of chap 0 of Aubin and Cellina’s book [1], ensure the existence of a subsequence pymkqkě0
that converges uniformly to some limit bounded function y. Since the family pvmqmě0 is
bounded by }F }8, and equioscillating, from Corolary 2.4, it has a uniformly converging
subsequence, with limit v.
Pick then q ą p such that 1
q
` α ą 1. Since all the vm have the same starting point, we
have the elementary interpolation bound››vm ´ vn››
q´var,r0,T s
ď
`
2}vm ´ vn}8,r0,T0s
˘ p´q
q
´
}vm}p
p´var,r0,T0s
` }vn}p
p´var,r0,T0s
¯p{q
,
on which we read off the convergence of a subsequence zmk of the vm in q-variation norm
to its limit, as a consequence of the uniform bound from Proposition 2.1. The convergence
to v of this subsequence is thus in the sense of the } ¨ }q´var,r0,T0s,8-norm.
‚ The continuity result on Young integrals recalled in Corollary A.2 from Appendix A
implies then the convregence in the norm } ¨ }α,8 of z
mk on r0, T0s to the path z defined
by the equation
zt “ ξ `
ż t
0
vudxu.
‚ It remains to prove that vt P F pztq, for all times 0 ď t ď T0. For a dyadic time
t P
Ť
mě0 π
pmq, then for k big enough, one has vmkt P F pz
mk
t q. Then, since F is γ-Ho¨lder,
one has
d
`
vt, F pztq
˘
ď
ˇˇ
vt ´ v
mk
t
ˇˇ
` d
`
F pzmkt q, F pztq
˘
ď
ˇˇ
vt ´ v
mk
t
ˇˇ
` }F }γ
ˇˇ
z
mk
t ´ zt
ˇˇγ
;
so one gets dpvt, F pztqq “ 0, and vt P F pztq, since F pztq is closed. For an non-dyadic time
t P r0, T0s, there exists two consecutive points in π
pmq such that t P ru, vr, for every m ě 0.
Then,
d
`
vt, F pztq
˘
ď
ˇˇ
vt ´ v
m
t
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇ
vmt ´ v
m
u
ˇˇ
` d
`
vmu , F pz
m
u q
˘
` d
`
F pzmu q, F pzuq
˘
` d
`
F pzuq, F pztq
˘
,
while we have from Corollary 2.4 and Corollary 2.3
d
`
vt, F pztq
˘
ď
ˇˇ
vt ´ v
m
t
ˇˇ
` pT02q
´mγβ ` }F }γ
ˇˇ
zmu ´ zu
ˇˇγ
` }F }γ
ˇˇ
zu ´ zt
ˇˇγ
and
d
`
vt, F pztq
˘
ď
››v ´ vmk››
8,r0,T s
` pT02q
´mkγβ
` }F }Cγ
´››z ´ vmk››
8,r0,T s
` }z}α,r0,T spT02q
´mkγα
¯
.
So one gets dpvt, F pztqq “ 0, and vt P F pztq, since F pztq is closed.
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3 – A selection result
As a by product of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we obtain the selection result of Theo-
rem 1.2 wich partially answer to Remark 8.1 of Chistyakov and Galkin’s work [8]. This
section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.2.
We use the same notations an in section 2. Define for each non-negative integer m the
partition πm :“ ttmi ui“0..2m of the interval r0, 1s, with t
m
i :“ i2
´m. We define as follows a
path xm : r0, 1s ÞÑ Rd, on each sub-interval r0, tmi q, recursively over i.
‚ For m “ 0, set x0ptq “ x0, for all 0 ď t ď 1.
‚ For m ě 1, set first xmptq “ x0, on r0, t
m
1
q, and assuming xm has been constructed
on the time interval r0, τq, set xmT “ x
m
τ´2´m, if τ “ T , otherwise choose x
m
τ P F pτq
such that
d
´
xmτ ;x
m
spτq
¯
ď }F }γ2
p´Mpτq`1qγ
and set xmt “ x
m
τ , for τ ď t ă τ ` 2
´m.
We first prove that we have for all r,m the estimate
max
tPπr
sup
sPrt,t`2´rq
ˇˇ
xms,t
ˇˇ
ď
}F }γ
1´ 2´γ
2´rγ . (3.1)
By construction, xm is constant on the intervall of πm, so if r ě m and t P πr and
s P rt, t ` 2´rq, then xms,t “ 0 and (3.1) holds true. Let then consider the case where
r ă m. We define a finite sequence of times psiqi“0,...,m´r, with s0 “ t, such that for
0 ď i ď pm ´ r ´ 1q, we have si`1 “ si ` 2
´r´i´1, if si ` 2
´r´i´1 ď s, and si`1 “ si
otherwise. Then, for si P π
r`i, for i ě 1, and either spsi`1q “ si or si`1 “ si. The path
xm is constructed in such a way as to haveˇˇ
xmsi,si`1
ˇˇ
ď }F }γ2
´pr`i´1qγ .
Summing these estimates for 0 ď i ď m´ r, gives (3.1), and
max
tPπr
Osc
`
xm, rt, t` 2´rq
˘
ď
2}F }γ
1´ 2´γ
2´rγ . (3.2)
Since xm is constant along the sub-intervals of the partition πm it is enough, to compute
the p-variation of xm along any partition π “ tsi, i “ 0, ..., Nu of r0, 1s, to assume that
all the partition times si P π
m. Let then define as follows be a finite partition pKjqj“0,...,m
of J0, N ´ 1K, with possibly empty sets.
I1 :“
!
ℓ P J0, NK; 2´1 P psℓ, sℓ`1s
)
,
Ij :“
!
ℓ P J0, NK; Dt P πjzπj´1, t P psℓ, sℓ`1s
)
, 2 ď j ď m
K0 :“ I0,
Kj`1 :“ Ij`1z
˜
jď
k“1
Ik
¸
.
For ℓ P K1, using (3.2) for r “ 0 we boundˇˇ
xmsℓ`1 ´ x
m
sℓ
ˇˇ
ď
2}F }γ
1´ 2´γ
. (3.3)
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For ℓ P Kj , then there exists t P π
jzπj´1 such that
sℓ´1 ă t ď sℓ,
and any u P πj´1 satisfies either u ď sℓ´1 or u ą sℓ. Then rsℓ, sℓ`1q Ă rt ´ 2
´j , t ` 2jq,
and using inequality (3.2) for j ´ 1, we see thatˇˇ
xmsℓ`1 ´ x
m
sℓ
ˇˇ
ď
2}F }γ
1´ 2´γ
2´pj´1qγ . (3.4)
The number of indices ℓ P Kj is at most 2
j . Using the fact that the family pKjq1ďjďm
defines a partition of J1, NK, and adding inequalities (3.3) and (3.4) for q ą 1{γ, we then
have
N´1ÿ
i“0
ˇˇ
xmsi`1 ´ x
m
si
ˇˇq
ď
ˆ
2}F }γ2
γ
1´ 2´γ
˙q mÿ
j“0
2j2´pj´1qγq
ď
ˆ
2}F }γ2
γ
1´ 2´γ
˙q
1
1´ 2´γq`1
and we derive
}xm}q´var ď
2}F }γ2
γ
1´ 2´γ
1
p1´ 2´γq`1q1{q
.
From Helly’ selection principle, Theorem 6.1 in [8], the sequence xm has a convergent
subsequence in p-variation, for any p ą q. We identify the path f from the statement as
such a limit. One proves that f is a selection of F in the same way as we proved that
vt P F pztq in Section 2.3, using the fact that F ptq is closed for all times, and the regularity
properties of F .
4 – Rough differential inclusions
This section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.5. We refer the
reader to Appendix A for basics on rough paths theory. All we need to know is recalled
there. The reader will notice that the proof of Theorem 1.4 is much shorter than the proof
of Theorem 1.5. This is due to the fact that we somehow assume much more in Theorem
1.4, asking in particular that the set-valued drift has compact convex images. Together
with the assumed upper semicontinuity, this allows for the use of powerful approximate
selection theorems that greatly simplify the matter. See e.g. Section 1 of Chapter 2 in
[1] for the differential inclusion case. We recall for memory that F is said to be upper
semicontinuous at point pt, zq if for any open set V containing F pt, zq there exists a
neighbourhood U of pt, zq such that F pUq Ă V .
4.1 – Upper semicontinuous drift
This section is dedicated to proving Theorem 1.4; we work in this section in the setting
of that statement. Here, X is an α-Ho¨lder rough path with α P p1{3, 1{2s and G P C1,γb
with αp2 ` γq ą 1. We recall that according to the notation introduced in introduction,
C1pr0, T s,Rdq is the space of Rd-valued Lipschitz paths defined on r0, T s. Given x P
C1pr0, T s,Rdq, we denote by ψpt, xq the solution path to the rough differential equation
yt “ ξ ` xt `
ż t
0
GpysqdXs,
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with fixed initial condition ξ. The controlled solution path comes under the form of a
couple
`
yt, Gpytq
˘
. Classical results from rough paths theory ensure that ψ is a continuous
function from C1pr0, T s,Rdq with values in the space Cαpr0, T s,Rdq – see e.g. Theorem
3 of [9]. This is where we need the assumption that G is p2 ` γq-Ho¨lder, rather than
just p1 ` γq-Ho¨lder, as in the proof of Theorem 1.5 given in the next section. For each
0 ď t ď T , one has
ψpt, xq “ ψpt, xq,
for any other x P C1pr0, T s,Rdq that coincides with x on the time interval r0, ts. We can
then work in the setting of differential inclusions with memory – see e.g. Section 7 in
Chapter 4 of Aubin & Cellina’s book [1]. Let us define
Fpt, xq :“ F
`
t, ψpt, xq
˘
.
The function F is upper semicontinuous on R` ˆ C
1pr0, T s,Rdq, with values in the set
of convex compact subsets of Rd. We can then use (the obvious variant of) Theorem 1
in Section 7 in Chapter 4 in [1], (with no constraint and Kptq “ Rd for all t), to get the
existence of a time T ˚ P p0, T s, and a Lipschitz path x, defined on the time interval r0, T ˚s,
such that one has for almost all t P r0, T ˚s
x1t P F
`
t, x
˘
.
This condition is equivalent to solve the rough differential inclusion
dyt P F pt, ytq `GpytqdXt
in the sense of definition 1.3. (Note that the convexity assumption on the pointwise images
of F is essential for the use of the above mentionned Theorem of Aubin-Cellina.)
4.2 – Lower semicontinuous drift
This section is dedicated to proving Theorem 1.5. We take advantage in that task of
the approach to Filipov’s theorem given by Bressan in [7], based on a selection theorem
of independent interest. We recall the setting before embarking on the proof of Theorem
1.5.
We recall that a set-valued map H is lower semicontinuous at a point a0 P R
m if for all
b P Hpa0q and any neighbourhood N pbq of b, there is a neighbourhood N pa0q of a0 such
that
@a P N pa0q, Hpaq XN pbq ‰ H.
The map H is said to be lower semicontinuous on a subset S of Rd if H is lower semicon-
tinuous at each point of S. Recall also that a cone of Rm is a subset Γ of Rm such that
Γ
Ş
p´Γq “ t0u, and λa P Γ, if λ ě 0 and a P Γ. As an example, given a positive constant
M , consider the set
ΓM :“
!
pt, xq P Rˆ Rd ; t ě 0, }x} ď tM
)
Ă Rd`1.
Definition – A map h : Rm Ñ Rd is said to be Γ-continuous at point a P Rm, if for any
ε ą 0, there is δ ą 0 such that
}hpbq ´ hpaq} ă ε,
for any b P Bpa, δq X pa` Γq.
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We say that h is Γ-continuous on a subset S Ă Γ, if h is Γ-continuous at any point of
S. The relevance of the notion of Γ-continuity in the setting of differential inclusions is a
consequence of the following selection result, due to Bressan, Theorem 1 in [7].
4.1. Theorem – Let H : Rm Ñ 92R
d
be lower semicontinuous set-valued map with non-empty
closed values. Then, for any cone Γ Ă Rm, there is a Γ-continuous selection of H.
For a positive constant L, and pβ, ξq P p0, 1s ˆ Rd, set
E
β
L :“
!
u P C0pr0, T s,Rdq ; }u}β ď L, u0 “ ξ
)
,
where }u}β is the β-Ho¨lder norm of u, for 0 ă β ă 1, and }u}1 is the Lipschitz norm of
u. The set EβL is a compact subset of
`
C0pr0, T s,Rdq, } ¨ }8
˘
. We do not emphasize the
dependence on ξ and T in the notation.
4.2. Lemma – Assume the set-valued map F , defined on a closed subset Ω of RˆRd, is lower
semicontinuous and takes values in the set KpRdq of nonempty compact subsets of Rd.
Assume further that there is a positive constant L such that r0, T s ˆB
`
ξ, LT β
˘
Ă Ω, and››F pt, xq›› ď L,
for all pt, xq P r0, T s ˆB
`
ξ, LT β
˘
. Then there exists a continuous map
φ : E
β
L Ñ E
1
L
such that one has
dφpuqptq
dt
P F pt, uptqq, for almost all t P r0, T s, (4.1)
for any u P EβL.
Proof – We first extend F into a lower semicontinuous map F ˚ defined on RˆRd, setting
F ˚pt, xq “ Bp0, Lq,
if pt, xq R Ω. Pick M ą L, and use Theorem 4.1 to pick a ΓM -continuous selection f
of F ˚. For u P EβL, and 0 ď t ď T , set
φpuqptq :“ ξ `
ż t
0
fps, usqds.
We have }fpt, utq} ď L, since u P E
β
L , and the given assumptions on F ; so φpuq P E
1
L,
and one has indeed the inclusion (4.1) for almost all times.
One can proceed as follows to show the continuity of the map φ. Since f is ΓM -
continuous, one can associate to any time t P r0, T s a positive ηt such that for all
s P rt, t` ηtsXr0, T s and }a´ ut} ďMηt, one has››fps, aq ´ fpt, utq›› ď ε
4T
. (4.2)
Write Leb for Lebesgue measure on the real line. From Lemma 1 in Bressan’s work
[7], there is a finite family
ˆ„
ti, ti ` η
1
β
ti
˙˙
1ďiďN
of disjoint intervals, such that
Leb
˜
Nď
i“1
„
ti, ti ` η
1
β
ti
˙¸
ě T ´
ε
8L
. (4.3)
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Define
δ :“ min
ˆ´ ε
8NL
¯α
, min
1ďiďN
ηti
2
˙
pM ´ Lq,
and set
Ji :“
«
ti, ti `
ˆ
δ
M ´ L
˙ 1
α
¸
.
Then
Leb
˜
Nď
i“1
Ji
¸
ď N
ˆ
δ
M ´ L
˙ 1
α
ď
ε
8L
. (4.4)
Pick now v P EβL such that }u´ v}8 ď δ. For
t P
˜
Nď
i“1
“
ti, ti ` η
1
β
ti
˘¸
z
˜
Nď
i“1
Ji
¸
“: IzJ,
one has t P
„
ti `
´
δ
M´L
¯ 1
α
, ti ` η
1
α
ti
˙
, for an index i, and
››vptq ´ uptiq›› ď ››vptq ´ uptq››` ››uptq ´ uptiq››
ď δ ` Lpt´ tiq
β
ďMpt´ tiq
β
while ››ut ´ uti›› ď Lpt´ tiqβ ăMpt´ tiqβ .
Thus, with (4.2) we obtain that, for t P IzJ , we have››fpt, vtq ´ fpt, utq›› ď ››fpt, vtq ´ fpti, utiq››` ››fpti, utiq ´ fpt, utq››
ď
ε
2T
.
Since f is bounded by L on r0, T s ˆ B
`
z0, LT
β
˘
, it follows that we have for any
t P r0, T s the estimate
››φpvqptq ´ φpuqptq›› ď ż T
0
››fpt, vsq ´ fpt, usq›› ds
ď
ż
IzJ
››fps, vsq ´ fps, usq›› ds`
ż
J
Ť
r0,T szI
››fps, vsq ´ fpt, usq›› ds
ď T
ε
2T
`
´
LebpJq ` Lebpr0, T szIq
¯
2L
ď
ε
2
`
´ ε
8L
`
ε
8L
¯
2L ď ε.
The conclusion follows. ⊲
We use from now on the notations on controlled paths recalled in Appendix A. Recall
the one form G in Theorem 1.5 is assumed to be C1,γb , with 1 ă αp2 ` γq ă 3α. Choose
here
β P
`
1{γ, α
˘
.
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We define a ball in the space of paths controlled by X P Cα
`
r0, T s,Rℓ
˘
, using the β-norm,
for 1{3 ă β ă α, setting
B
β
L :“
!
py, y1q P Dβ,2βpr0, T s,Rdq ;
››py, y1q››
β,2β
ď L, y0 “ ξ, y
1
0 “ Gpξq
)
.
It follows from Ascoli-Arzela theorem that this ball is a compact convex subset of
C0
`
r0, T s,Rd
˘
ˆ C0
`
r0, T s, LpRℓ,Rdq
˘
.
For py, y1q P Dβ,2βpr0, T s,Rdq, and t P r0, T s, set
Φpy, y1qptq :“
ˆ
φpyqptq `
ż t
0
GpysqdXs, Gpytq
˙
.
We prove below that Φ is a continuous map from BβL into itself, provided T is small
enough. It follows then from Schauder fixed point theorem that Φ has a fixed point pz˜, z˜1q
in BβL. One gets the fact that pz˜, z˜
1q P Dα,2αpr0, T s,Rdq from the equation that it satisfies,
as (A.3) yields the estimate
}z˜}α ď LT
1´α ` }z˜}8 }X}α ` }Gpz˜q}8 }X}2α ` C}X}β
››pz˜, z˜1q››
β,2β
T γβ´α,
from which we get }z˜1}α ď }G}C1
b
}z}α, and finally for R
z˜
st :“ z˜st ´ z˜
1
sXst››Rz˜s,t››2α ď LT 1´2α ` }Gpz˜q1}8}X}2α ` C ››pGpz˜q, Gpz˜q1q››β,2β T γβ´1.
The triple
`
pz˜, z˜1q, φpz˜q
˘
is then a solution of rough differential inclusion (1.5).
(a) Write Ryst for yst ´ y
1
sXst, for any 0 ď s ď t ď T , and similary for z where
pz, z1q “ Φpy, y1q. On the one hand, for py, y1q P BβL, one has
}y}β ď }y
1}8 }X}β ` }R
y}
2β T
β
ď p
››y1
0
››` ››y1››
β
T βq }X}β ` }R
y}
2β T
β
ď
`
}Gpξq} ` LT β
˘
Tα´β }X}α ` LT
β.
We then have y P EβL. On another hand, according to Proposition A.1, one has`
Gpyq, Gpyq1
˘
P Dβ,βpγ´1q,
because βγ ă 2β. Using (A.3) and the fact that }X}2β ď T
α´β}X}2α, one has for any
s, t P r0, T s,
}Rzst} “
››zst ´ z1sXst››
ď }φpyqst} `
››››
ż t
s
GpyrqdXr ´GpysqXst
››››
ď L|t´ s| ` }Gpyq1}8}X}2β|t´ s|
2β ` C}X}β
››pGpyq, Gpyq1q››
β,βpγ´1q
|t´ s|βγ
ď
´
LT 1´2β ` }Gpyq1}8}X}2αT
α´β ` C}X}β
››pGpyq, Gpyq1q››
β,βpγ´1q
T βpγ´2q
¯
|t´ s|2β.
Using the estimate of the size of the nonlinear image of a controlled path given in (A.2),
one has eventually for
››Rzs,t›› the upper bound´
LT 1´2β ` }G}C1
b
}y}8}X}βT
α´β ` C}X}α }G}Cγ´1
b
p1` }Gpξq} ` Lq2T βpγ´2q
¯
|t´ s|2β
ď Tα´β
´
L` }G}C1
b
}y}8}X}β ` C}X}α }G}Cγ´1
b
p1` }Gpξq} ` Lq2
¯
|t´ s|2β (4.5)
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where we use the inequalities Tα´β ě T 1´2β, T βpγ´2q in the last line. Since }Ry}2β ď L,
we also have
}y}8 ď }ξ} ` }Gpξq} }X}βT
β ` LT 2β . (4.6)
Hence, we obtain from (4.5) and (4.6) the upper bound
Tα´β
´
L` }σ}C1
b
}X}βp}ξ} ` }Gpξq} }X}βT
β ` LT 2βq ` C}X}α }G}Cγ´1
b
p1` }Gpξq} ` Lq2
¯
,
(4.7)
for }Rz}2β. We control the β-Ho¨lder norm of z
1 as follows
}z1}β ď }G}C1
b
}y}β
ď }G}C1
b
´
}y1}8}X}β ` }R
y}2βT
β
¯
ď }G}C1
b
´` ››y1
0
››` }y1}βT β˘ }X}αTα´β ` }Ry}2βT β¯
ď }G}C1
b
´`
}Gpξq} ` LT β
˘
}X}αT
α´β ` LT β
¯
ď }G}C1
b
´`
}Gpξq} ` LT β
˘
}X}α ` L
¯
Tα´β (4.8)
With T small enough, we obtain from (4.7) and (4.8) that }pz, z1q}α,2α ď L. This shows
indeed that Φ sends BβL into itself.
(b) The continuity of Φ on BβL, for the uniform topology on B
β
L, is a direct consequence
of the continuity of φ and the continuity estimate (A.3) on rough integrals.
A – Basics on Young and rough integrals
Let p ě 1 be given. Recall that an Rd-valued path x defined on the time interval ra, bs.
We say that x has finite p-variation over that interval rs, ts Ă ra, bs if
}y}p
p-var,rs,ts :“ sup
ÿ
i
|ysi`1 ´ ysi|
p ă 8,
where the supremum runs over the set of finite partitions tsiu of the interval rs, ts. We
denote by Vppra, bs,R
dq the set of Rd-valued path with finite p-variation over ra, bs and
by C1{ppra, bs,Rdq the set of Rd-valued path 1
p
-Ho¨lder continuous on ra, bs. Note that an
element of Vppra, bs,R
dq need not be continuous, while C1{ppra, bsRdq Ă Vppra, bs,R
dq. Also,
a continuous path with finite p-variation has a reparametrized version that is 1
p
-Ho¨lder
over its interval of definition. Refer to [8] for a reference. We endow the space of paths
with finite p-variation with the norm
}y}p-var,8,ra,bs :“ }y}p-var,ra,bs ` }y}8,ra,bs, (A.1)
where }¨}8,ra,bs denotes the uniform norm over ra, bs. Similarly, for α P r0, 1s, we define a
norm on the space of Rd-valued α-Ho¨lder functions defined on the interval ra, bs, setting
}x}α,8,ra,bs :“ }x}α,ra,bs ` }x}8,
where }¨}α,ra,bs is the classical semi-norm of α-Ho¨lder paths. For these norms and semi-
norms, we omit to precise the interval ra, bs when the norms and semi-norms are taken
over the whole interval of the path is defined.
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Given a ď b, set ∆a,b :“ tps, tq; a ď s ď t ď bu. A control over the interval ra, bs is a
map ω : ∆a,b ÞÑ R
` that is null on the diagonal, is non-increasing, resp. non-decreasing,
as a function of each of its first, resp. second, argument, and is sub-additive
ωps, uq ` ωpu, tq ď ωps, tq, @a ď s ď u ď t ď b.
Denote by ωps, t´q the left limit in t of the non-decreasing function ωps, ¨q. A control is
said to be regular if it is continuous in a neighbourhood of the diagonal. As an example,
for any path y P Vppra, bs,R
dq, the function ωyps, tq :“ }y}
1{p
p-var,rs,ts is a control. For an
R
d-valued α-Ho¨lder path x, with 0 ă α ă 1, the function ωxps, tq :“ }x}
1{α
α,rs,ts is a regular
control.
From the present day perspective, Gubinelli’ sewing lemma [14] offers an easy road to
constructing the Young integral – see also [12]. We give here a variation due to Friz and
Zhang [13], tailor-made to our needs. Given a map µ : ∆a,b ÞÑ R
d and a finite partition
π “ tsiu of the interval ra, bs, set
µπ :“
ÿ
i
µsi`1si .
A.1. Proposition – Let a map µ : ∆a,b ÞÑ R
d be given. If there exists positive exponents α1, α2,
with α1 ` α2 ą 1 and controls ω1, ω2, withˇˇ
µts ´ pµtu ` µusq
ˇˇ
ď ω1ps, uq
α1 ω2pu, tq
α2 , @a ď s ď u ď t ď b,
with ω2 regular, then, for any interval rs, ts Ă ra, bs, the µπst converge to some limit I
t
spµq
as the mesh of the partition πts of rs, ts tends to 0, and one hasˇˇ
Itspµq ´ µπst
ˇˇ
ď Cω1ps, t
´qα1 ω2ps, tq
α2 ,
for some positive constant C depending only on α1, α2.
Given x P Cαpra, bs,Rℓq and y P Vp
`
ra, bs, LpRℓ,Rdq
˘
, set
µst :“ yspxt ´ xsq,
and note that
µts ´ pµtu ` µusq “ pys ´ yuqpxt ´ xuq, s ď u ď t,
so one has for any interval rs, ts the estimateˇˇ
µts ´ pµtu ` µusq
ˇˇ
ď }y}
1{p
p-var,rs,ts }x}
α
α,rs,ts.
A.2. Corollary – If 1
q
`α ą 1, the Riemann sums µπst associated with the preceding two-index
map µ converge to some limit which we denote by
şt
s
yudxu. One has››››
ż ¨
0
yudxu
››››
α,rs,ts
À }y}q´var,rs,ts }x}α,rs,ts,
and for any ε ą 0 with 1´ε
q
` α ą 1, and y, y1 P Vq
`
ra, bs, LpRℓ,Rdq
˘
, one has››››
ż ¨
0
yudxu ´
ż ¨
0
y1udxu
››››
α,rs,ts
À }y ´ y1}ε8,rs,ts
´
}y}1´ε
q´var,8,rs,ts ` }y
1}1´ε
q´var,8,rs,ts
¯
}x}α,rs,ts.
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We refer the reader to the lecture notes [23, 15, 6] for pedagogical accounts of rough
paths theory. The following definitions and propositions will be sufficient for our needs
here.
Definition – Let α P p1{3, 1{2q. We say that X :“ pX,Xq is an α-Ho¨lder rough path if
‚ X is an Rℓ-valued α-Ho¨lder path on a time interval r0, T s,
‚ X is a path from r0, T s2 to Rℓ b Rℓ such that
}X}
2α :“ sup
s,tPr0,T s,s‰t
}Xst}
|t´ s|2α
ă `8,
‚ we have
Xrt ´ Xrs ´ Xst “ Xrs bXst,
for all 0 ď r ď s ď t ď T .
The formula
}X}α :“ }X}α ` }X}2α
defines a seminorm on the space of α-Ho¨lder rough paths.
Definition – Let α P p0, 1s, θ ą α and X P Cαpr0, T s,Rℓq. A path y P Cαpr0, T s,Rdq is
said controlled by X, with a remainder of order θ, if there is a path
y1 P Cθ´α
`
r0, T s, LpRℓ,Rdq
˘
,
and a map R : r0, T s2 Ñ Rd, such that
}R}θ :“ sup
s,tPr0,T s,t‰s
››Rys,t››
|t´ s|θ
ă 8.
and
yst “ y
1
sXst `Rst.
We denote by Dα,θpr0, T s,Rdq the space of such pairs py, y1q, and talk of py, y1q as a
controlled path. We make no reference to the reference path X in the notation as there is
no risk of confusion. We define a semi-norm on Dα,θpr0, T s,Rdq setting››py, y1q››
α,θ
:“
››y1››
α
` }Ry}θ ;
a norm is defined by the formula››py, y1q››˚
α,θ
:“ }y0} `
››y10››` ››py, y1q››α,θ .
The next proposition says that the class of controlled paths is stable by nonlinear maps.
See Corollary 3 and Proposition 4 of Gubinelli’s original statement [14].
Proposition A.1. For py, y1q P Dα,θpr0, T s,Rdq, and f P C1,εb with ε P p0, 1s, one has`
fpyq, fpyq1
˘
:“
`
fpyq,Dfpyqy1
˘
P Dα,θ
1
,
with θ1 :“ minpθ, αp1` εqq, and››pfpyq, fpyq1q››
α,θ1
ÀT }f}C1`ε
b
ˆ››y10››` ››py, y1q››α,θ `
”››y10››` ››py, y1q››α,θ
ı
1`ε
`
”››y10››` ››py, y1q››α,θ
ıθ1{α˙
,
(A.2)
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for an implicit multiplicative constant depending only on T , that decreases to 0 when T
goes to 0.
For a controlled path py, y1q P Dα,θpr0, T s,Rdq, with α ` θ ą 1, it is elementary to see
that the two-index map
µst :“ ysXst ` y
1
sXst,
satisfies the estimate ˇˇ
µst ´ µsu ´ µut
ˇˇ
À |t´ s|α`θ,
for all 0 ď s ď u ď t ď T , so one can use the sewing lemma to make sense of the integralż ¨
0
ysdXs
as the additive functional associated to µ. It satisfies, for any s, t P r0, T s, the estimate››››
ż t
s
yrdXr ´ ysXst ´ y
1
sXst
›››› À }X}α ››py, y1q››α,θ |t´ s|α`θ. (A.3)
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